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Based in Orchard Park, NY, with

another office in Corning, NY, 

The Krog Corp. was founded by 

professional engineer Peter J. Krog

and is one of the top construction

firms in the area. The firm upholds 

its commitment to unconditional 

client satisfaction by continually 

delivering quality workmanship on

time, within budget. In addition,

a hands-on style of management 

that affords every client and every

project the highest degree of 

responsiveness and personal 

attention.

The Krog Corp. offers its 

clients unmatched levels of 

confidence and financial security.

Soundly managed and well 

capitalized, the firm consistently

reports a strong cash flow position

and maintains a high bonding 

capacity. Successful financial 

footing allows The Krog Corp. 

to work with the most respected

clients and undertake some of 

the most important construction 

projects in the area.

The Krog Corp. Philosophy:

When design can be controlled

without sacrificing aesthetics,

then coordinated with 

purchasing and construction, 

the results are considerable 

cost savings that are passed

onto owners. This makes 

marginal projects successful 

and ensures owners the most 

for their construction dollar.

Rising to the Occasion:

In just one example of a 

dramatic revitalization project 

in an existing building, The 

Krog Corp. transformed 

a long-unoccupied space 

into a bright and functional 

loft (below). This project, like 

all of The Krog Corp.’s

undertakings, was completed

within budget guidelines and

occupied on time.

The Krog Corp. is a 

design/build firm specializing 

in general contracting, 

construction management 

and development services. 

The company’s project 

portfolio includes virtually 

every area of the construction

market and is comprised of

design and construction 

projects for new and 

renovated facilities in 

the commercial, industrial, 

educational and institutional 

sectors. From the initial 

phases of a job cost analysis,

value engineering, estimating, 

purchasing and coordination 

of consultants, subcontractors

and suppliers to the 

finished product.

“We pride ourselves on 

continually  delivering a 

product in which the client 

can be justifiably proud while

also receiving the most for

their construction dollar.”

~ Peter L. Krog, P.E., president

renovation

design

The building on the right was restored by 
The Krog Corp. and then the second adjacent
building was built to complement the original.

general contracting  • construction management  • development • engineering 

before & after
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